
FACIALS
Custom Facial $85
A skilled Esthetician will assess your skin type, as 
well as skin needs, to create a customized facial. 
Whether you are concerned about extractions/
impurities, irritation, acne, aging, discoloration or 
hydration, this elaborate custom facial can blend 
all your needs into one facial. 60 minutes. 

CBD Facial $95

All of the skin benefits as our custom facial; plus 
the anti-aging and anti-inflammatory benefits 
of CBD.  Your hands, arms, lower neckline 
and upper back will be massaged with a CBD 
intensive cream. The treatment will finish with an 
incredible CBD serum and mist to leave your skin 
balanced and beautiful. 60 minutes.

Acne Relief Facial  $95

Excellent for detoxifying all skin types.  
The active blend of lactic, glycolic and salicylic 
acids exfoliates and promotes a purified and 
clear complexion. This gentle, yet deep, pore 
cleansing treatment provides clarifying and 
antioxidant action. 60 minutes. 

Mini Facial $60

This simple treatment provides your skin  
with a quick glow, leaving your skin glowing  
and refreshed. 30 minutes & above the covers. 

Oxygenating Facial $105

Performed using our PCA oxygenating  
trio. This antioxidant therapy supports skin’s  
metabolism with oxygen and works to enhance 
the overall appearance of the skin, leaving your 
skin purified, glowing, and radiant. 60 minutes.

SKINCARE ENHANCEMENTS
Lip treatment $20   Eye treatment $20

ADVANCED SKIN CARE
Chemical Peels $120
An effective treatment option for most skin 
types and concerns, chemical peels are an  
important part of skin health. Improve tone,  
texture, fine lines and wrinkles, breakouts and 
dark spots. Peels available for sensitive skin as 
well as thick/resilient skin. 60 minutes. 

Dermaplaning $60
A method of exfoliation that consists of using 
a tool to gently scrape off the top layer of dull, 
dead skin cells. By doing this, new & healthy 
skin cells are revealed, giving you a brighter, 
smoother complexion. Great for drier skin types 
and anyone who wants to get rid of the peach 
fuzz on their skin. 35 minutes. 

LIFTS & TINTS
Elleebana Lash Lift & Tint
Great alternative to eyelash extensions and  
lasts up to 8 weeks. Eyelash tint included!  
Give your lashes the semi-permanent lift  
and curl of extensions while keeping your  
natural lashes damage-free. 

$125 (with serum)     $95 (without serum) 

Lash tint $30  Brow tint $20

WAXING
Facial waxing

Spa Brow $20

Eyebrows $15

Lip $15

Chin $15

Nose $20

Ears $20

Body waxing 
Bikini $50

Half Leg $50

Full Leg $65

Full Arm $45

Under Arm $30

Back $60

Chest $50



HAIRCUT
Woman’s $45 +

Men’s $25 +

Children’s $20 +

STYLE
Shampoo & Style $30 +

Formal Occasion $60 +

Children’s Formal Occasion $30 +

Bride’s Formal Occasion $70 +

HAIR COLOR
Retouch $75 +

All Over $95 +

Partial Highlight $95 +

Full Highlight $115 +

Color & Foil $125 +

Gloss $50

Correction By Consultation

HAIR THERAPY
Brazilian Blowout $250 +

Split End Treatment $50

Aveda Conditioning Treatment $50
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